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ABSTRACT

Managers gain new insights into how operational benefits can be achieved. Forecasting problems 
for passenger flow in airports are gaining interest among marketing researchers, but comparison of 
stochastic optimisation methods via deep learning forecasts with search query data is not yet available 
in the aviation field. To fill this gap, the current study predicts the demand of Madrid airport demand 
with Google search query data using H2O deep learning method. The findings indicate that there is a 
long-term relationship between search queries and actual passenger demand. Besides, search queries 
“fly to madrid,” and “flights to madrid spain” were found to be the cause of the actual domestic air 
passenger demand in Madrid. Also, to determine the best forecasting accuracy, stochastic gradient 
descent (SGD) optimisers were used. Specifically, findings indicate that Adam is a better optimiser 
increasing forecasting accuracy for Madrid airports.
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1. INTRoDUCTIoN

The global popularity of the Internet and the reach of digital information to the masses have enabled 
consumers to benefit from this technology and changed the way they seek information about the 
products desired to buy. Search engines such as Google, Bing and Yahoo have enabled people to get 
the information they need from the internet (Lai et al., 2017).

Theoretically, it can be thought that the Internet provides a large amount of information to its 
users with less time, effort, and cost. These conveniences can also be said to change the traditional 
information-seeking behavior of consumers, such as watching mass media or asking sales staff about 
their product or service (Peterson and Merino, 2003). In this context, to buy a new camera, to see the 
newest movies in theaters showtimes around, to search for air tickets or hotels, consumers can easily 
use internet search engines. Therefore, it can be said that it is possible to predict the collective search 
behavior by looking at the frequencies and time series of online search of activities such as retail, 
cinema, or travel (Goel et al., 2010). For example, as an important customer group of airline transport, 
tourists can use search engines to get air and traffic information and plan their routes as they wish 
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(Fesenmaier et al., 2011; Li et al., 2017). In this respect, Google, one of the biggest search engines 
of today, has provided useful data about the search trends of the communities to the researchers with 
the “Google Trend” service (Dreher et al., 2018). Google Trends offers the daily or real-time search 
trends for a given region, as well as the frequency of searches for a given term from 2004. It can also 
display the search frequency of the search term by indexing it between 0-100 on the chart by filtering 
according to region, search category or search type (web, image, news, etc.)1.

In the literature, most of the studies using Google Trends data have been performed for prediction. 
The first and most popular research among these studies was conducted by Ginsberg et al. (2009) to 
estimate the influenza virus activity in the US. Looking at the popular and the most cited studies related 
to demand forecasting with search query data, Pan et al. (2012) estimated the hotel room demand with 
search query data for a special tourist destination by applying autoregressive moving area (ARMA) 
models. Hand and Judge (2012) predicted cinema participation using the ARIMA method with Google 
Trends search information. Bangwayo-Skeete and Skeete (2015) estimated the demand for tourism with 
Google trend search data by comparing the Autoregressive Mixed-Data Sampling (MIDAS) method 
with other autoregressive models. In the prediction models, they showed that MIDAS method gives 
better results when Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) 
criteria are considered. Dimpfl and Jank (2016), using autoregressive models, determined investors’ 
attention with daily search query data and estimated the stock market volatility with the help of these 
data. Rivera (2016) proposed a dynamic linear model (DLM) and predicted hotel registrations with 
search query volume. He compared the model with Seasonal Autoregressive Integrated Moving 
Average (SARIMA), Holt-Winters (HW) and seasonal naïve (SNAIVE) and found that DLM works 
better in long-term prediction. Önder and Gunter (2016) concluded that using autoregressive model, 
Google web and image search results in local language increased the predictive power of tourism 
demand. Li et al. (2017) predicted the tourism volume with web search queries related to various 
tourism words by applying Generalized Dynamic Factor Model (GDFM). In another study, Google 
web or image search volumes on country and city basis were estimated by comparing different models 
such as HW and Naïve (Önder, 2017). Park, Lee, and Song (2017) forecasted short-term tourists’ 
entry on the basis of country with Google Trends data using ARIMA and SARIMA methods. Sun et 
al. (2019) predicted the number of tourists arrivals using machine learning methods and comparing 
the success of different search engines.

In the aviation indusrty, airport and airline planners need to predict demand and to improve 
forecast accuracy to escape uncertain economic climates and misinformed infrastructure investments 
(Suh and Reyerson, 2019). Also, handling airport capacity problems in Europe is one of the major 
objectives of extensive investment projects (Sismanidou and Tarradellas, 2017). In this sense, it 
is understood that the studies about forecasting aviation demand with web search queries are very 
limited. Accordingly, Kim and Shin (2016) have developed a model to predict short-term airline 
demand based on monthly passenger arrivals and weekly internet search queries. Shin et al. (2017) 
tested the relationship between international airport arrivals and search term volume data by Granger 
causality analysis, suggesting that search activities occur before the flights takes place and can be 
used for forecasting.

Lastly, demand forecasting studies for sectors such as tourism, entertainment and transportation 
have shown that web search query data increases predictive success. Furthermore, time series 
regression models, neural network methods and artificial intelligence algorithms are the main methods 
applied in these studies. However, no study, to my knowledge, predicted demand for the airports of 
a specific city with Google search queries using H20 deep learning method.

In this study, Madrid airport market demand was predicted with Google Trends search data of 
consumers using H2O deep learning method. Thus, the current work makes 2 contributions to the field:

1.  To reflect demand for Madrid airports, the selection of search queries of passengers was made by 
using Google Ads Keyword Planner. The findings indicate that the planner recommends useful 
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keywords for Google Trends analysis. Most of keywords show better causality between actual 
airport demand and passenger searches for Madrid.

2.  H20 model based on artificial neural network (ANN) is presented for forecasting passenger 
flow to Madrid. To improve forecasting accuracy, various stochastic optimization methods 
are compared.

In summary, to make the prediction, the strength and direction of the relationship between the 
search queries and the actual number of international arrival airline passengers in Madrid airports were 
determined. For this purpose, cointegration and Granger causality tests are performed, then accuracies 
of SGD optimizers are compared with RMSE and MAPE evaluation techniques to determine the 
best predictive success. The rest of this study is organized as follows: Section 2 provides information 
about H2O deep learning with SGD optimizations. Section 3 describes the methodology, data set 
statistics, and the findings of the study. In the last part of the study, findings will be discussed, and 
suggestions will be made for future studies.

2. DeeP LeARNING

In solving major problems related to increasing data, deep learning comes to the fore as a successful 
method that can be applied in the field of business (LeCun et al., 2015). Deep learning used to 
understand and analyze complex structures of any amount of data, is also adopted by today’s giant 
technology companies, especially Google (Ahmed et al., 2018). Previous work shows that deep 
learning is a common technique to forecast consumer demand with web search data. In this respect, 
ANN (Artificial Neural Network) is a widely used deep network architecture that predicts consumer 
demand in various industries, such as tourism (eg., Law et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2019; Hu and Song, 
2020), oil (Yu et al., 2019), and health (Xu et al., 2019).

2.1 Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
ANN, inspired by biological nervous systems such as the human brain, is a mathematical model 
designed with the use of interconnected nerves as processing elements (Zhang et al., 1998). In the 
main use of ANN, the process is based on determining the inputs to be taught to the system and 
obtaining the desired outputs with mathematical operations in hidden layers.

In causal forecasting problem, independent or predictor variables are defined as the inputs for 
ANN. The functional relationship can be written as follows:

y f x x x x
p

= …( )1 2 3
, , ,  

where x1, x2, x3, …, xp are independent variables as well as y is a dependent variable. For time-dependent 
forecasting problem, the inputs are past time series, and the output is obtained as future values. The 
equation can be calculated as follows:

y f y y y
t t t t p+ − −= …( )1 1

, , ,  

where yt is the observation of t time (Zhang et al., 1998).
As a deep neural network technique, multi-layer feed forward neural networks (MLF) are the most 

popular neural networks trained with a back propagation learning algorithm and consist of neurons, 
that are ordered into layers (see Fig. 1) (Svozil et al., 1997).
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In neural network applications, learning rate and momentum should be determined to get the 
optumum values after the data set is split as training and test set. As the learning rate, which can take 
values between 0 and 1, decreases, the processing time of the algorithm increases at unacceptable 
levels and vice versa. In addition, the fact that this ratio is too large leads to overshoot the optimal 
solution (Larose, 2005).

2.2 H2o
H2O is a fast and memory-efficient deep learning architecture that follows the model of mult-layer, 
feedforward neural networks including supervised training protocol for predictive regression (Candel 
and LeDell, 2020). Previous research Recently an increasing number of studies are concentrating on 
forecasting problems by using H20 package in RapidMiner to conduct their analysis in deep learning 
(Tung and Yaseen, 2021). In this study, H2O is trained with stochastic gradient descent using back-
propagation that leads each compute node trains the data and contributes to the model.2

2.3 optimization Alghoritms in Deep Learning
In deep learning applications, stochastic optimization (SO) plays an important role to minimize or 
maximize objective functions when facing randomness problem. As one of essential method for 
business (Hannah, 2015), SO has several tools such as Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), (Adaptive 
Gradient Algotihm) Adagrad, Adadelta, (Root Mean Square Propagation) RMSProp, and (Adaptive 
Moment Estimation) Adam, and (Nesterov-accelerated Adaptive Moment Estimation) Nadam to 
improve efficiency in terms of accuracy, convergence rate and training time (Okewu et al., 2019).

RMSProp developed by Tieleman and Hinton (2012) uses variable learning rate to improve 
training network according to individual parameters (Soydaner, 2020; Singla et al., 2022). As suited 
for recurrent networks, it uses a moving average of squared gradients to divide the gradient by 
(Mierswa et al., 2006).

AdaGrad is a modified SGD stochastic optimization paradigm that employs proximity to control 
the gradient steps of the algorithm and improves on the convergence performance of the standardized 
SGD (Duchi et al., 2011; Sezer et al., 2020). “It uses set learning rate as a baselind and decreases it 
during training. The rate is adjusted for each weight and reduced when more updates are performed.” 
(Mierswa et al., 2006).

Figure 1. A FFNNs process
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Adadelta is found by Zeiler (2012) to overcome the continual decay of the learning rate problem 
that is also faced by AdaGrad. This technique is like AdaGrad but adjusts learning rate based on 
moving window averages instead of all collected gradients (Mierswa et al., 2006).

Adam is a stochastic algorithm for first-order gradient-basd optimization of objective functions 
proposed by (Kingma and Ba, 2014). As a popular algorithm for deep learning techniques, Adam 
uses and combines AdaGrad to handle sparse gradients and the functionality of RMSProp to solve 
non-stationaty objective problems. This method can easily be used with large datasets and/or high-
dimensional parameter spaces (Kingma and Ba, 2014). In practice, Adam can be used for forecasting 
models (Lu et al., 2021).

As an extension of Adam, Adamax algorithm is based on infinity norm and calculates gradients 
with stochastic objective (Soydaner, 2020).

3. MeTHoDoLoGy

To predict the airline market demand with Google searches related to air transport in Madrid 
airports the stationary of the variables was determined with Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test 
in this section. Next, the cointegration between the variables was determined and the strength and 
direction of the relationship between them was tested by Granger Causality analysis. Deep learning 
was implemented for forecasting. The data and experimental findings used in this stage of the study 
are included.

3.1 Data
This study uses monthly data of GT and air passenger by main airports in Madrid, Spain from 
January 2005 to October 2021. As third biggest capital city in Europe, Madrid was chosen for the 
analysis. To select the right keywords, Google Ads Keyword Planner was used. In this tool, all 
countries and territories were selected, language was chosen as English and all searches were filtered 
considering average monthly searches. According to the results of Keyword Planner, “flights to 
madrid”, and “flights to madrid spain” had great number of related monthly searches. The current 
study only considers three most popular keywords because Vozlyublennaia (2014) advised not to 
use too many search terms that might create to much unrelated noise. To predict airline passenger 
demand for all airports of Madird, each of these keywords was entered into the GT as a search 
query. Countries were filtered as worldwide; all categories and web search queries were chosen 
on GT tool. To forecast demand for Madrid airline market, the actual number of arrival passengers 
between 2005-2021 were retrieved from the official statistics page of eurostat database.3 Fig 2 
summerizes comparison of monthly number of passengers (arrival) for Madrid’s airports and GT 
data for a given search terms respectively.

Looking at graphs, Google searches and the number of passengers arrived at Madrid 
airports appear to decline rapidly at the onset of COVID-19 pandemic period. Similarly, it can 
be clearly observed from the graphics that the Google searches increased, and the number of 
arrival passengers tried to respond to these calls during the New Year’s Eve and the period when 
the restrictions were lifted.

Queries about flights are a result of consumers’ search for information on the airline market 
based on time (Koçak, 2020), thus reflecting demand. In this respect, estimating the number of flights 
depends on determining causality between flight-related search searches and actual number of flights.

3.2 Cointegration and Granger Causality Tests
Stationary, co-integration and Granger causality tests had been performed using EViews12 package 
program to determine the relationship between variables at this stage of the study. ADF unit root tests 
were implemented for stationary (Dickey and Fuller, 1979). The last situation of the model parameters 
was determined to minimize Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) (Akaike, 1973).
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According to the test results, number of passengers (arrival) in Madrid and the search terms 
“flights to madrid”, “flights to madrid spain”, and “fly to madrid” are stationary at the original level 
(see Table 1).

The long-run relationship between time series was determined according to Engle and Granger 
(1987) method by last squares. The time series derived from the regression analysis were tested for 
the cointegration at the original level (see Table 2).

Looking at the results, there is a long-term relationship between actual number of passengers 
and Google Trends data with a critical value of %5. Based on the results of this report, the Granger 
causality analysis can be performed to determine whether the GT data can lead to forecast the number 
of passengers for Madrid airports in the next step.

To determine the strength and the direction of long-term relationship between variables, Granger 
Causality test was implemented. Accordingly, the causality of the time series was carried out by 
taking 2 lag-length criteria and vector autoregressive (VAR) model was developed for the research 
(see Table 3). The equations implemented for the model is shown as follows:

Table 1. Stationary test results

Datasets Estimator Max. Legs
Original level

t-value** p-value***

Number of passengers (arrival) in Madrid airports SIC* 14 -4.3805 0.0030

GT of “flights to madrid” SIC 14 -4.7577 0.0007

GT of “flights to madrid spain” SIC 14 -5.2446 0.0001

GT of “fly to madrid” SIC 14 -10.5666 0.0000

* Schwarz info criterion
** Null hypothesis was rejected at the 0.01 level
*** MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values

Figure 2. Monthly data of passengers and GT
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regression residuals.
Looking at Table 3 that shows Granger Causality tests of the variables, Google Trends searches 

related to consumer demand for “flights to madrid spain” and “fly to madrid” cause the actual air 
passenger demand for Madrid (p<0,05). However, the analysis represents no causality between GT of 
“flights to madrid” and the number of air passengers arrived at Madrid. This shows that forecasting 
air passenger demand with GT of “flights to madrid” is not feasible. Thus, forecasting model will 
be built by remaining variables.

3.3 evaluation of Forecasting Accuracy
In this section, H2O was applied via RapidMiner 9.6 package program (Mierswa et al., 2006) to 
forecast Madrid airline market demand with Google Trends data. The data were divided into training 
and testing subsets. The model was trained with data from January 2005 to April 2019, whereas the 
testing data includes the date between May 2019 and November 2021.

Thus, “flights to madrid”, “flights to madrid spain” and “fly to madrid” search queries and 
arrival passenger demand data sets were selected as input neurons. The forecasted number of domestic 
passengers constituted the output layer. 203 monthly data between 2005-2021 was selected for the 
test and the rest 10-year data was devoted to training data in the forecasting model.

Table 2. Co-integration between datasets

Co-integration
Original level

ADF t-value* p-value**

Number of passengers (arrival) vs GT of “flights to madrid” -3.6320 0.0297

Number of passengers (arrival) vs GT of “flights to madrid spain” -5.8508 0.0000

Number of passengers (arrival) vs GT of “fly to madrid” -6.0652 0.0000

* Null hypothesis was rejected at the 0.05 level
** MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values

Table 3. Granger Causality between Google Trends search queries and actual airline market demand data

Hypothesis Prob Result

H0: GT of “flights to madrid” does not cause the number of air passengers 
of Madrid 0.3903 Accepted

H0: GT of “flights to madrid spain” does not cause the number of air 
passengers of Madrid 0.0064 Rejected

H0: GT of “fly to madrid” does not cause the number of air passengers of 
Madrid 0.0464 Rejected
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To evaluate the forecasting performance, root mean square error (RMSE) (Tang et al., 2012) and 
mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) (Sun et al., 2019) were used for the research. The equations 
for these calculations are represented as follows:
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where S is the size of observations in test data, xt is the actual number of airline passengers, x̂
t
 express 

forecasted number of passengers.
H2O deep learning model set 50 hidden layers at L1 and L2 respectively. Learning cycle (Epoch) 

was implemented as 150, mean squared error was set for loss function, standard backpropagation 
was used, and Xavier (Glorot and Bengio, 2010) was selected for weight initialization in the model. 
Lastly, RMSProp, AdaGrad, Adadelta, Adam, Nadam, and Adamax were implemented to find the 
best optimization solution for the forecasting model.

In the experiment, forecasting performance of Madrid passenger demand with GT search queries 
is evaluated using 6 optimizers in deep learning algorithm and compared by RMSE and MAPE. 
Accordingly, Table 4 shows the findings of the comparisons.

As seen in Table 6, the proposed H2O model with Adam optimizer presents lowest RMSE and 
MAPE. According to forecasting performance results, Adam is followed by Adamax, RMSProp, 
Adadelta, and AdaGrad, respectively.

4. CoNCLUSIoN AND FUTURe WoRK

In today’s world where traditional information-seeking behavior has changed dramatically, many 
airline passengers now search on the internet before decision making and purchase accordingly. In 
this sense, many studies in the literature have revealed that search queries on a certain topic affect 
the actual data and proved that econometric models and statistics can predict future demand with 
web search indexes.

Looking at the forecasting applications, it is seen that neural networks are used in addition 
to autoregressive models. However, neural networks used for the prediction model, it is of great 
importance that SGD optimizers are adjusted to achieve optimal success. Thus, this study predicted 
monthly airline market demand with Madrid search queries on Google Trends. For this purpose, 

Table 4. Comparisons of the forecasting models

Algorithm Optimizer RMSE MAPE

H2O

RMSProp 33009 2.070

AdaGrad 410838 25.748

Adadelta 118374 7.421

Adam 79* 0.006*

Adamax 130 0.009

* Indicating the lowest error rate (RMSE and MAPE)
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monthly data was retrieved for the period of 2005-2021 and optimization techniques of H2O deep 
learning method were implemented.

According to the results of Granger causality tests done before the prediction, there is a long-term 
relationship between the actual number of arrival international flights and related Google Trends search 
queries data. Considering the studies in the literature which investigated the relationship between 
internet search index and consumer demand in various business sector (e.g., Pan et al., 2012; Hand 
and Judge, 2012; Önder and Gunter, 2016; Önder, 2017; Sun et al., 2019), the findings obtained from 
this research are in line with these studies. Furthermore, search queries on Google related to flights 
for Madrid arports cause the actual data when looking at the direction of this relationship.

Experiments of this study indicates that Adam optimizer for H2O deep learning method can 
significantly increase forecasting accuracy compared to other optimization techniques. Also, it should 
be noted that previous studies suggest that Adam works best for deep learning models (Fatima, 2020) 
forecasting problems (e.g., Karyotis et al., 2019; Ahmad et al., 2021).

In a nutshell, considering the Google search queries by airline companies in determining the 
future demand will contribute to the use of resources more optimally as well as the formation of the 
right pricing strategies. Also, forecasting airport demand and improving accuracy provides protection 
against uncertain economic fluctuations and misinformed infrastructure investments (Suh and 
Reyerson, 2019). Another positive aspect of the study is that it helps marketing experts and scholars 
working in this field to identify trends for passenger demand. In addition, accurate forecasting of 
airline demand will ensure that resources in other industries such as high-speed train and busses are 
used properly, and that the government makes future sustainable plans for the sector at an optimum 
level. Accordingly, this study develops a model to forecast Madrid airport demand and tries to improve 
accuracy by comparing SGD optimizers. In this respect, an airport manager in Europe can predict 
saturation levels and know when the airport exceeds capacity most hours of the day which brings 
scarce airport capacity, as a problem defined by Madas and Zografos (2010).

Looking at future studies, the internet has changed the traditional search behaviors of today and 
enables customers to access information with less time, effort, and cost (Peterson and Merino, 2003). 
This indicates that airline passengers can use the web search engines before buying tickets. In terms of 
the findings from this study, the following limitations should be taken into consideration. First, Google 
is the only search engine selected. Although Google search queries produce reasonable results within 
the framework of the literature examined, it is necessary to use the query results produced by other 
internet search indexes in the determination of airline passenger demand in future studies. Second, 
for this study, only 3 search terms were used. Increasing the amount of query terms in future studies 
can also contribute to obtaining better results. Third, the number of international arrival passengers 
has been forecasted with H2O deep learning method. Using and compare other techniques such as 
ARIMA, CNN or LSTM may contribute to future studies.
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